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Abstract

We report the XIS calibration on the data taken with the 2×2 mode and window option and the
current status of the XIS Non-X-ray Background (NXB) database. The 2×2 mode and window option are
useful for bright source observations to avoid telemetry saturation and event pile-up. The NXB database
provides the best-estimated NXB spectrum for any specific observations obtained with the standard mode
(Normal-Clock with no Window or Burst and 5×5- (3×3-) Editing mode). The data taken with the 2×2
mode in the “SCI-off” era are fully calibrated, and there is no practical difference from those taken with
the standard mode. A calibration study for the data taken with the 2×2 mode in the “SCI-on” era is
on-going. The calibration for the data taken with the window option was significantly improved in the
HEASOFT 6.6.2 released at 2009 April 1st. In the comparison with the standard-mode data, the gain
difference around 6 keV becomes less than 10 and 15 eV in XIS 0,3 and XIS 1, respectively. We have been
updating the NXB database every half a year. There is no drastic change in the light curves, but steady
∼4 % year−1 level increase and decrease are found in those of XIS 0,3 and XIS 1, respectively.
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1. Introduction

The X-ray Imaging Spectrometers (XISs) on-board
Suzaku (Koyama et al. 2007) have two different data
processing modes, Clock mode and Editing mode. The
Clock mode describes how the CCD clocks are driven,
and consists of Normal mode and P-sum mode. The
Normal-Clock mode, furthermore, has two options,
Burst (shorten exposure time) and Window (limiting
processing region). The Editing mode specifies how de-
tected X-ray events are edited, and consists of 5×5, 3×3,
2×2 mode and Timing mode. Combination of these
modes and options affords a flexible XIS operation.

So far, most observations have used a combination of
the Normal-Clock mode with no Burst or Window op-
tions and the 5×5- (or 3×3-) Editing mode (we here-
after call this mode “standard” tentatively). On the

other hand, some bright source observations utilize the
Normal-Clock mode with Burst and Window options
and/or the 2×2-Editing mode in order to avoid severe
event pile-up and/or telemetry saturation.

We here report the XIS calibration on the data taken
with the 2×2 mode and the Window option. In addition,
we also report the current status of XIS Non X-ray Back-
ground (NXB) database, which is basically prepared for
the “standard” mode observation.

2. Calibration on the 2×2 mode

The n×n mode records pulse hight information about
n×n pixels around the local peak of an X-ray event.
Thus, compared to the standard 5×5 (3×3) mode, the
advantage of using the 2×2 mode is to save telemetry,
while disadvantage is that a part of pulse hight correc-
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